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We first met Kael in Fall 2014.



Driving insight for 2014 Brand Campaign

Stepping inside the story of a SickKids family is a profound experience.  Part 

of the poignant empathy we feel comes from our recognition of the 

“ordinary” things we take for granted in our own daily lives. 

We tapped into that emotion as we allowed our audience to witness real 

time SickKids moments that deliver a jarring dose of perspective in a deeply 

humane and touching way.
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How did we bring this insight to life?

Even SickKids suffers from an out of sight, out of mind problem when it 

comes to donation.

As people go about their lives, they forget what’s going on here every day.

So how do we give people a daily glimpse into SickKids?

Starting November 10th 2014, we ran a different commercial EVERY Day 

for 45 straight days.
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2014 Brand Campaign Platform

BETTER TOMORROWS
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Brand Campaign 2014
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Key success metrics:

1. Breakthrough the charity clutter

2. Contribute to a lift in donations



Brand Campaign 2014
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1. Breakthrough the charity clutter

High TOM awareness

Strong proven recall

Most noticed charity in market

Caught the attention of media

Advertising industry recognition

Ignited engagement



Brand Campaign 2014
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2. Contributed to a lift in donations

Increase in likelihood to donate

Positive impact on brand perceptions

$37 Million raised in month of December 

(most in the Foundation’s entire 42 year 

history)



So Now What?
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Driving insight for 2015 Brand Campaign

When a child is diagnosed with an illness, their entire life (and the life of 

their family) comes to a temporary halt.
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How are we going to bring this insight to life?

New video will tell a continuation of the stories of six of our kids from last 

year’s campaign. Viewers will be presented with the first part of the story 

and asked to donate in order to unpause the rest. The video is only fully 

released when we reach a declared donation goal.
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2015 Brand Campaign Platform

LIFE UNPAUSED
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$49 Million Raised
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Website verbatims:
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Key learnings

• Increased engagement through interaction opportunity 

(unpause a child’s story)

• Power of showing impact

• Feedback loop and sharing to social created active participants 

and advocates
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Thank You

My Contact Details:

Mark.Jordan@sickkidsfoundation.com

@mojorising

ca.linkedin.com/in/jordanma

mailto:Mark.Jordan@sickkidsfoundation.com
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